
Physical Development 

Digging for worms 

Digging in the sand, sandcastles water play 

Learning to swim? 

Changing clothes independently  

and  quickly 

Keeping safe in the sun 

Mindful movement 

Letter number formation 

Literacy  

Yucky Worms        The  Very  Hungry  Caterpillar              

Phonics, reading, writing, segmenting and blending. Writing instructions. 

Wring labels and captions and sentences. Story telling language and phrases. Writing facts. 

Re-writing own version od the Very Hungry Caterpillar. Adjectives 

Sentences need a capital letter, a full stop, finger spaces and we read it through to  check it 

makes sense. 

Phonics  Wk 1– 7 Phase 4 consolidate phase 3 High frequency and tricky words 

Communication and  Language 

Retelling stories 

Show me—Tell me 

Learning rhymes by heart ie Incy wincy Spider. 

Asking and answering questions 

Changing your mind is ok,  it means you are leaning. 

Expressing feelings—its ok to say NO 

 

Personal, Social and  Emotional Development/ RE 

Little box of sunshine. 

What makes you feel good?  Taking care of our world. 

Valuing other opinions, listening, what do you think? What do 

you think now?   

The Pants Rule 

RE What makes places special? Home, global homes, the 

world, church, mosque, synagogue  

Expressive Arts and Design 

Bare feet water art Mini beast art 

Listen to “Flight of the Bumble Bee” 

Create a Bee dance 

Butterfly symmetrical art 

Digging for worms and mini beast hunt 

Design and create symmetrical butterflies   

Giant Butterfly Draw, collage and paint caterpillars 

and worms. 

Mathematics 

Number blocks programmes and NCTEM PP Whole Class work and mathematic challenges in 

an enabling environment. 

Comparison of numbers to 10 using the language of ‘bigger than’, ‘smaller than’ leading to 

‘greater than’ and ‘less than’  Pairs of numbers that total 10  

Adding multiples of the same number. 3D shape names and properties 

Problem solving, doubling, halving , sharing equally. Addition and subtraction problems. 

Surveys, tally charts, estimating and checking. 

Understanding the  World 

Gods creatures.. Protect our world and environment. 

Mini beast Safari/ habitats 

All living things need water 

… what else? 

Talk about changes in the weather and seasons 

Life cycles Butterfly 

Drusillas Trip? 

WowStart  -Digging for Worms 
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